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Abstract. There is a surge of community detection on complex network
analysis in recent years, since communities often play special roles in the
network systems. However, many community structures are overlapping
in real word. For example, a professor collaborates with researchers in
different fields. In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm to discover
overlapping communities. Different from conventional algorithms based
on node clustering, our algorithm is based on edge clustering. Since edges
usually represent unique relations among nodes, edge clustering will dis-
cover groups of edges that have the same characteristics. Thus nodes
naturally belong to multiple communities. The proposed algorithm ap-
ply a novel genetic algorithm to cluster on edges. A scalable encoding
schema is designed and the number of communities can be automatically
determined. Experiments on both artificial networks and real networks
validate the effectiveness and efficiency of the algorithm.

Keywords: community detection, overlapping community, genetic
algorithm, link community.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, community detection, as an effective way to reveal the relationship
between structure and function of networks, has drawn lots of attention and been
well developed. To do so, networks are modeled as graphs, where nodes represent
objects and edges represent the interactions among them. Community detection
divides a network into groups of nodes, where nodes are densely connected in-
side, while sparsely connected outside. However, in real world, objects often have
multiple roles. For example, a professor collaborates with researchers in different
fields, a person has his family group as well as friends group at the same time,
etc. All of these objects represent the interaction between communities and then
play an important role in the stability of the network. In community detection,
these objects should be divided into multiple groups, which is known as overlap-
ping. Overlapping community detection still remains a challenge in community
detection.

Until now, lots of overlapping communities have been proposed, which can be
roughly divided into two classes, node-based and link-based overlapping com-
munity detection algorithms. The node-based overlapping community detection
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algorithms [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9], classify nodes of the network directly. The link-based
algorithms cluster the edges of network, and map the final link communities to
node communities by simply gather nodes incident to all edges within each link
communities [8]. All of these algorithms contribute to overlapping community
detection, however, they still have disadvantages. For example, the coverage of
CPM [2] largely depends on the feature of the network , etc.

In this paper, we propose a genetic algorithm to detect overlapping com-
munity with link clustering, which is named Genetic algorithm for overlapping
Community Detection ( GaoCD ). The algorithm first finds the link communi-
ties by optimizing objective function partition density D [8], and then map the
link communities to node communities based on a novel genotype representation
method. The number of the communities found by GaoCD can be automatically
determined, without any prior information. Experiments on both artificial net-
works and real networks are designed to validate the algorithm. Experiment on
artificial networks shows that GaoCD work well on networks with typical over-
lapping structure. Experiments on real networks compare GaoCD with ABL [8]
and GA-NET+ [9]. It is shown that GaoCD always achieves higher partition
density D and finds denser communities.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce the re-
lated works. Section 3 describes the new genetic algorithm we propose, includ-
ing framework, objective function, genetic representation, and operators. The
experimental results are illustrated in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the
paper.

2 Related Work

Many algorithms have been developed to detect overlapping communities in
complex networks, such as CPM [2], CONGA[5], GA-Net+ [9], etc. Among them,
CPM is the most famous and widely used. However, CPM has a strict community
definition and is not flexible enough for real network. When the network is too
dense, CPM finds giant clique communities, however, when the network is too
sparse, it finds no cliques at all. And thus, the coverage of CPM largely depends
on the feature of the network, providing no global prospective for the whole
network.

GA-Net+ [9], proposed by Pizzuti, first adopts genetic algorithm to detect
overlapping communities. It proposes a method to transfer node graph to line
graph, in which nodes present edges of the node graph, while edges present
adjacent relationships of edges of node graph. The line graph is then used as
the input of the genetic algorithm, and in each generation, the line graph is
transferred to node graph to evaluate the fitness. After selection, the graph
is transferred again for the next iteration of GA. The transfer between line
graph and node graph costs much computation and decreases the effectiveness.
GaoCD is also a genetic algorithm, but it clusters edges of the network, with
different genotype, objective function and operators. Instead of community score
[9], GaoCD adopts partition density D to evaluate the quality of the partition.
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What’s more, the partition found by GaoCD coverages the whole network and
provides a global view of the structure of the network.

Recently, link based methods are proposed to detect overlapping communi-
ties. Based on the thought that each edge plays an unique role in the network,
Ahn, Bagrow and Lehmann [8] first propose a link-based algorithm, clustering
the edges of the network. They define the similarity of edges and an evaluation
function for link community, partition density D. The algorithm first calculates
the similarity of all edges of the network and assign each edge to its own commu-
nity. At each step, the method chooses pairs of edges with the largest similarity
and merges their respective communities until all edges belong to a single clus-
ter. Then, the history of the clustering process is stored in a dendrogram, and
the partition with the largest partition density D is chosen as the final result.
As shown is section 4, this algorithm tends to find small communities and can
not provide global view of the structure of the network.

There are other algorithms for overlapping community detection,such that the
SCP of Kumpula [10], Lancichinetti’s algorithm [7], etc. All of them need prior
information, or have coverage problem, or suffer of efficiency.

3 The New Genetic Algorithm for Community Detection

In this section, we discuss our algorithm in detail,including the framework of the
algorithm, objective function, the crucial genetic representation and operators.

3.1 Framework of the Algorithm

Genetic algorithm , derived from evolutionary biology, is a searching technique
to find exact or approximate solutions for optimization problems. The GA algo-
rithms are implemented as computer simulation, in which a population of ab-
stract representations of candidate solutions to an optimization problem evolves
towards approximate solutions, based on the production and selection schema.
The framework of GaoCD is described in Algorithm 1.

To effectively apply genetic algorithm to solve overlapping community detec-
tion problem, we design a new kind of genetic representation, encoding the edges
of the network and a specific decoding schema taking the edge feature into con-
sideration. The genetic representation and operation designed effectively reduce
the search space and thus improve the searching effectiveness.

3.2 Objective Function

GaoCD is a link-based algorithm, which finds link communities. For this rea-
son, the novel genetic algorithm chooses link community evaluation function,
partition density D, as the objective function. Partition density D is raised by
Ahn in [8], evaluating the link density within the community, as described in
Equation (1).

D(c) =
mc − (nc − 1)

nc(nc−1)
2 − (nc − 1)

(1)
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Algorithm 1. Main framework of GaoCD
1: procedure GAOCD(size, gens, pc, pm)
2: //size is the size of the population.
3: //gens is the running generation.
4: //pc and pm are the ratio of crossover and mutation, respectively, with pc ∈

[0, 1], pm ∈ [0, 1] and pc + pm = 1.
5: Pt = Φ
6: for each i in 1 to size do
7: gi = generate individual()
8: evaluate(gi); Pt = Pt ∪ {gi}
9: end for

10: for each gen ← t in 1 to gens do
11: i = 0; Pt+1 = Φ
12: while i < size do
13: randomly select two individuals from Pt, gj and gk, j, k ∈ [1, size]
14: generate random value r ∈ [0, 1]
15: if r < pc then
16: g

′
j , g

′
k = crossover(gj, gk)

17: else g
′
j = mutate(gj); g

′
k = mutate(gk)

18: end if
19: i = i + 2
20: evaluate(g

′
j); Pt+1 = Pt+1 ∪ {g′

j}
21: evaluate(g

′
k); Pt+1 = Pt+1 ∪ {g′

k}
22: end while
23: selection(Pt+1, Pt ∪ Pt+1)
24: end for
25: return P [1]
26: end procedure

generate individual() //initialize an individual according to the genetic rep-
resentation schema.

evaluate(g) //evaluate the fitness of g individual according to objective func-
tion partition density D.

crossover(gj, gk) //crossover genetic operator.
mutate(gj) //mutation genetic operator.
selection(Pt+1, Pt ∪ Pt+1) //The selection step of the genetic algorithm. First

select size individuals with maximum fitness from Pt ∪ Pt+1 ,and then fill in Pt+1

one by one in decreasing order according to fitness value.

Define P = {P1, · · · , PC} as a partition of the network’s links into C subsets.
mc = |Pc| is the number of links in subset c. nc = |Ueij∈Pc{i, j}| represents the
number of nodes incident to links in subset c. Dc refers to the link density of
subset c. The partition density D is the average of Dc over all communities,
weighted by the fraction of links present in each:

D =
2
M

∑

c

mc
mc − (nc − 1)

(nc − 2)(nc − 1)
(2)
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As we can see that partition density D only considers the link density within
the community, different from the common community definition that a com-
munity should be densely intra-connected and sparsely connected with the rest
communities. For overlapping communities, this definition make no sense, as Fig.
1 shows. In this figure, there are three obvious communities, all of which are
cliques. Because all of the communities are overlapping, with node 0 as common
node, each community is densely intra-connected, while not sparsely connected
with other communities.

Fig. 1. A classical network containing overlapping communities

3.3 Genetic Representation

In this section, we describe the genetic representation in detail, including the
encoding and decoding phase.

Encoding Phase. For those genetic algorithms for community detection which
encoding the nodes of the network, we refer to them as node-based, such as
GACD [11], GA-Net+ [9]. Different from the node-based genotype, GaoCD en-
codes the links of the network. In this link-based representation, an individ-
ual g of the population consists of m genes {g0, g1, · · · , gi, · · · , gm−1} ,where
i ∈ {0, · · · , m− 1} is the identifier of edges, m is the number of edges, and each
gi can take one of the adjacent edges of edge i. According to graph theory, two
edges are adjacent if they share one node in undirected graph. For example, in
Fig. 2 (a), edge 0 has four adjacent edges, 1, 5, 2, 6, and one possible value for
g0 is 1, as shown in Fig. 2 (b).

Decoding Phase. The decoding phase transfers an genotype to partition,
which consists of link communities. Gene gi of the genotype and it’s value j
is interpreted that edge i and edge j have one node in common, and should be
classified to same component. In the decoding phase, all components of edges are
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the genetic representation;(a) A simple network for encoding;(b)
A possible genotype for the network in (a) and the corresponding decoded partition

found, and all edges within the component constitute a link community. Accord-
ing to link-based algorithm, by Ahn [8], overlapping communities are contained
simply by gathering the nodes incident to all edges for each link community.
However, it is not suitable for our algorithm, which restrain that each link com-
munity contains more than one link for the purpose of full coverage. We raise a
fine tuning schema to deal with a special kind of edges, which is called Bridge
Edge.

Bridge Edge is defined as the edge connecting two communities, as Fig. 3 (a)
edge (3, 4) shows. It is obvious that Fig. 3 contains two absolute communities,
both of which are cliques. Because the bridge edge must belong to one unique
link community, then the bridge edge could to classified to any of the two cliques,
as shown in Fig. 3 (b) and (c). By simply gathering the nodes incident to edges
of link community to form node community, we obtain overlapping communities
shown in Fig. 3 (b) and (c) respectively, which obviously opposite to our purpose.
To avoid this problem, we raise fine tuning method.

Fine tuning adjust the node membership of node community obtained by
simple mapping schema. It is designed for nodes which have multi membership.
The method first finds the list of nodes which have multi membership, and
then for each node i in the list, it tests that whether node i contributes to
the communities ci1, ci2, · · · , cin by adding to them, where cij is community
containing node i. Here, we adopt average degree of the community to evaluate
the contribution. The definition of average degree is as follows:

AD(c) = 2 ∗ |E(c)|
|c| (3)
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(a) reasonable partition (b) one possible unreason-
able partition

(c) the other possible unrea-
sonable partition

Fig. 3. Illustration of bridge edge problem(edge of red color represents bridge edge);(a)
A sample network containing bridge edge (3, 4); (b) A possible partition found by
the simple mapping schema from link community to node community, with node 3
classified to both communities. (c) The other possible partition found by the simple
mapping schema from link community to node community, with node 4 classified to
both communities.

where c is a community, E(c) is the number of edges in the community, and
|c| is the number of nodes of the community.If adding to the community makes
|AD(c)| increase, we suppose that the node contributes to the community. If node
i contributes to community cij , then the community stays the same(note that the
community contains the node originally), otherwise, the node is removed from
the community. If average degrees of all the n communities the node belongs to
decrease with the node in, the least decreased community stay same, while others
remove the node from the community. In Fig. 3 (b), node 3 is overlapping and
contained in community No.1 and community No.2. Because node 3 decreases the
|AD(c)| of community No.1, while increases the |AD(c)| of community No.2, then
node 3 should be removed from community No.1, which is the most reasonable
partition. In Fig. 3 (c), node 4 decreases the |AD(c)| of community No.2, while
increases the |AD(c)| of community No.1, and then node 4 would be removed
from community No.2.

3.4 Operators

In GaoCD, we assume that the network is a simple undirected connected graph.
According to the genetic representation, we further raise the corresponding op-
erators. Both the crossover and mutation ensure that the edge corresponding to
gene i is incident to edge i. Suppose that we have two genotypes g1 and g2, and
in the crossover phase, a random value i is generated. If the value of the ith
gene of them are j and k respectively, through crossover, the value of ith gene
exchanged, which makes the ith gene of genotype g1 is k, and the ith gene of
genotype g2 is j. Because ith edge is incident to both edge j and edge k accord-
ing to the generation of g1 and g2, the crossover has no effect on the principle
that the edge of gene i should be incident to the ith edge of the network. In the
mutation phase, each random value is generated for each parent, please notice
that the values may not equal. If the value generated is i for genotype g1, and
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the ith edge is incident to edge i1, · · · , in, then the ith value of g1 is replaced
by ik, k ∈ 1, · · · , n. Fig. 4 shows the operation of network in Fig. 2 (a).

3.5 Discussion

GA is a search technique for optimization problem. When applied to specific
problem, it is essential to design a appropriate genotype, including the encoding
schema and decoding schema. The encoding schema we design ensures the algo-
rithm covers the whole network, leaving no isolated nodes. The decoding schema
of GaoCD probably deal with the bridge edges of the network, which improves
the accuracy. What’s more, the encoding schema reduces the search space from
O(EE) to O(dE), where d is the number of incident edges of each edge, E is the
length of genotype, d << E. Reducing the search space makes GaoCD search
the more accurate solution with less consuming time.

4 Experiments

In order to test the effectiveness of GaoCD, we design experiments on artificial
networks and real networks respectively. The experiment on artificial networks
evaluate the ability of GaoCD to discover the overlapping nodes on different
kinds of networks. The experiment on real networks compares GaoCD with ABL
[8] and GA-NET+ [9]. All of the experiments are carried out on a 2.66GHz and
2G RAM Pentium IV computer.

4.1 Experiments on Artificial Networks

We first use artificial networks to test the performance of our algorithm. Fig. 5
includes several artificial networks, each of which represents a type of network
structure. Testing all these tiny networks provide a view of the complicated net-
works with similar structure. In Fig. 5, each color represents one community. We

Fig. 4. Illustration of operators. (a) shows two genotypes of the population; (b) is one
possible crossover of parent genotype of (a); (c) show a possible mutation for each
parent genotype;
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can see that network a and network c contain bridge edges which should not be
divided into either of the communities in theory, GaoCD successfully distinguish
the bridge edges and deal with them properly. Network b is a hierarchical core
network, a node could be the core of a community, and at the same time, it
belongs to another core community with another node as the core. In network
d, GaoCD correctly divided the sharing nodes of the two cliques to both them.
Overall, GaoCD correctly finds the overlapping communities for all kinds of net-
works, and ensures all nodes of the networks are covered in the partition, leaving
no absolute nodes.

(a) network a (b) network b (c) network c (d) network d

Fig. 5. Four typical kinds of networks

4.2 Experiments on Real Networks

In this section, we first validate GaoCD on real networks with partition density
D as the evaluation function, compared with ABL and GA-NET+. And then,
we investigate the partition found by GaoCD by analyzing the community sizes
of the partition. At last, an intuitive view is given for the partition found by
GaoCD.

As stated by Ahn [8], when overlap is pervasive, each community has many
more external than internal connections, the common definition is not suitable.
Here we adopt partition density D as the evaluation function, which only consid-
ers the link density inside the community. Here, we validate GaoCD on several
common data sets, as described in Table 1.

Table 1. Real networks

karate(N1) polbooks(N2) dolphins(N3) football(N4) lesmis(N5)

Nodes 34 105 62 115 77
Edges 78 441 159 613 254

As shown in Fig. 6, for all real networks, GaoCD has the highest partition
density D, which means that the partition found by GaoCD is denser than ABL
and GA-Net+ does. To further investigate the quality of the partition found by
GaoCD, we analyze the community size distribution of the communities for all
real networks. For communities with size two contains single link, representing
bridge edges or isolated nodes, which do not contribute to partition density D.
We classify the communities into three classes, the first contains communities
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Fig. 6. Comparison of GaoCD, ABL, GA-Net+, relative to partition density D for real
networks

with sizes varying from three to five, and second from six to ten, communities
larger than ten belong to the third class. Fig. 7 shows the ratio of all three
classes over all communities, respectively. It is easy to see that ABL tends to
find small communities, with size from three to five. For almost all networks,
GaoCD has larger values for ratio in middle and large classes. Overall, ABL
tends to find tiny communities, and can not reflect the whole structure of the
network. While GaoCD, on the contrast, finds denser communities in all sizes,
capturing macrostructure as well as the microstructure of the network.

Fig. 8 show the partitions found by GaoCD. Fig. 8 (a) is the co-purchasing
network of books about US politics by the online bookseller Amazon.com. Nodes
represent books, and the edges betweens nodes represent frequent co-purchasing
of books by the same buyers. It is obvious that the network constitutes of two
large communities, with each of them surrounded by small ones. Node 6, node
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Fig. 7. Comparison of GaoCD, ABL, GA-Net+, relative to partition density D for real
networks
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(a) polbooks

(b) dolphins

Fig. 8. Partitions found by GaoCD.(a) is for network polbooks, and (b) for network
dolphins.

58 and node 3 are nodes with obvious overlapping membership. Fig. 8 (b) is
a social network of frequent associations between 62 dolphins in a community
living off Doubtful Sound, New Zealand. The network fell into two parts because
of the living of SN100. GaoCD successfully distinguish the special role of SN100,
finding SN100 as the core of a community, connecting nodes from other different
communities. Removing SN100, the core of the community, makes other nodes
of the community unconnected, which then splits the networks.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a genetic algorithm for overlapping community de-
tection, optimizing partition density D. Different from those node-based over-
lapping community detection algorithms, GaoCD utilizes the property of the
unique role of links and applies a novel genetic algorithm to cluster on links.
The genetic representation and the corresponding operators significantly reduce
the search space and make the number of the communities determined auto-
matically. Moreover, GaoCD covers all nodes of the networks, no matter the
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network is dense or sparse. To validate our algorithm, experiments on artificial
networks and real networks are carried out, respectively. Both of them show
that GaoCD finds overlapping structure successfully. Compared with ABL and
GA-Net+, GaoCD finds denser communities , which reflects the macrostructure
as well as the microstructure of the network.
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